The main goal of this research is to identify the system parameters of the dynamics of Rotor/Active Magnetic Bearing (Rotor/AMB) system employed in turbo molecular pumps (TMPs). The identification approach adopted in this work is based on experimental analysis and the application of Fuzzy Logic Adaptive ControlExtended Kalman Filter (FLAC-EKF). The estimation error for either system state or system parameters can be gradually converged to zero via self-tuning of the design parameters of FLAC-EKF. The proposed algorithm has been verified by numerical simulations and intensive experiments. It is concluded that the FLAC-EKF can exhibit satisfactory performance in terms of estimation accuracy on the system parameters even under contamination of a certain degree of process disturbance and sensor noise.
Introduction
In 2004, Mohd-Mokhtar et al. applied Laguerre function and frequency response to identify the transfer function of magnetic bearing system [1] . In 2006, Alasty employed the relationship between the coil current of magnetic bearings and the displacement of rotor, by Extended Kalman Filter, to identify the coefficients of nonlinear magnetic function [2] . Finite element analysis was addressed by Li et al. and Sadeghi et al. to build up transfer function of MIMO (Multi-input and Multi-output) Rotor/Active Magnetic Bearing dynamic system in frequency domain [3] [4] . However, definitely a lot of unexpected uncertainties are ubiquitous in the Rotor/AMB (Active Magnetic Bearing) dynamic system and these uncertainties would certainly deteriorate the accuracy of the system identification procedure. Even the Extended Kalman Filter has appeared to be unstable with the divergence effect under unknown large noise and strong nonlinearities. Moreover, the degradation by process disturbance and measurement noise is usually underestimated so that the expected performance of the posterior synthesized controller based on the anterior system identification accomplishment cannot be realistically achieved. For these reasons, to establish a dynamic model which is capable to describe, to some extent, the realistic physical system is a significant step to upgrade the performance/stability of the closed-loop dynamic system. Therefore, an adaptively self-tuning system identification approach is proposed in this work to identify the Rotor/AMB system adopted for TMP (Turbomolecular Pump), shown in Fig. 1 , and successfully construct its mathematical dynamic model. 
Kalman Filter and System Identification
The original version of Kalman Filter can be applicable only for linear systems [5] . However, most of the engineering problems cannot be solved by the approach of linear models. Therefore, an Extended Kalman Filter was proposed succeedingly by Kopp and Orford [6] and Cox [7] to cope with non-linear systems.
Kalman Filter (KF)
The computational procedure to realize the Kalman Filter can be divided into two main stages. Firstly, Taylor series expansion is employed to linearize the non-linear dynamic equations and measurement equations around the equilibrium points. The second stage is to develop the algorithm of recursive computation, shown in Fig. 2 , to obtain the output of Kalman Filter (KF). Assume the discrete-time non-linear state equation and measurement equation are described as follows: [8] [9] . In this paper, it is assumed that ) (k w and ) (k v are both mutually-independent zero-mean Gaussian white noise. The initial state, ) 0 ( x , is also a Gaussian random vector.
The covariance of the disturbance and noise are defined as follows:
where kj δ is Kronecker delta function, ) (k Q covariance of disturbance and ) (k R covariance of noise. The estimated system model by KF and its output is as follows:
By taking Taylor expansion of Eq. (5) and (6) around the equilibrium points,
respectively, the linearized KF state equation and its corresponding output of KF become as follows: 
Kalman Gain Refreshed: Step k+1" based on the all available information (i.e., control input and sensor output) at "
Step k" respectively.
are called as the "innovated" state and "innovated" covariance of state estimation error Step k respectively.
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) Applies for System Identification
By the augmented state to include system parameters to be identified, the estimation of state and the unknown system parameters can be achieved at the same time by Extended Kalman Filter [10] [11] . In other words, an augmented state vector,
, is introduced to embed the unknown system parameters, ) (k γ , in addition to the plant state, ) (k x . Therefore, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as follows: 
Fuzzy Logic Adaptive Control-Extended Kalman Filter (FLAC-EKF)
By setting the pseudo-covariance of the measurement noise ) ( k R v as a constant (say, 0.01), the effect upon the computational efficiency and accuracy of estimation by the pseudo-covariance of disturbance,
, are summarized in Table 1 . are not appropriately chosen, not only the computational load is increased, but also the accuracy of estimation is downgraded. Hence, an exponentially weighted function is adopted to self-tune the pseudocovariance of disturbance as follows:
where c Q is a constant and
is decreased with respect to time step and the accuracy of estimation is gradually improved by time step. The measurement residual ) (k r described in Eq. (18), is defined as the difference between the actual measurement by sensor and its corresponding estimation by FLAC-EKF. The measurement residual, mean square of the measurement residual and the covariance of measurement residual are stated as follows orderly:
The block diagram of FLAC-EKF operation is shown in Fig. 3 . Since the self-tuning factor, α , plays the key role for the performance of FLAC-EKF, how its value is adjusted has to be well synthesized. Fig 4. In Fig. 4 , LS , S , M and B imply "Least", "Small", "Medium" and "Big" respectively. The subscripts P , r and o are referred to
and the output of FLC in order. Mamdani is adopted in this study [12] . How the MinMin-Max fuzzy inference operates is shown in Fig. 5 . Eventually, the output of FLC is defuzzified by Center of Gravity Method as follows: In order to demonstrate the effect by including FLAC to EKF, an illustrative example is introduced at first. Assume a scalar-coefficient system dynamic is as follows: Fig. 6(a) . In comparison, the estimation of the same system parameter by FLAC-EKF is shown in Fig.  6(b) , where
is a variable of time step. It is obvious that FLAC-EKF is relatively superior: not only faster convergence rate but also smaller convergence error. 
Simulation of Rotor/AMB System identification
In this section, the dynamic model of Rotor/AMB is derived by Newton's 2nd Law at first and named as Model NT hereafter. The approach of FLAC-EKF is employed for identification of Model NT under contamination of the stochastic process disturbance and measurement noise.
Rotor/AMB Model Derivation by Newton's 2 nd Law
By force balance analysis on rotor dynamics [13] , the five-axes Rotor/AMB dynamic equations can be described in matrix-vector form as follows: 
In this paper, Z-axis is defined as the axial direction while X-axis/Y-axis is referred to the radial direction of the rotor. The subscripts "T" and "B" denote the "top side of the rotor" and "bottom side of the rotor" respectively. 
Identification by FLAC-EKF
In order to make the inherently unstable Rotor/AMB system to become stable so that the later-on experiments to verify the efficacy of FLAC-EKF can be undertaken, an additional PD controller is employed. The rotational speed of rotor is set as 6000 RPM, and the continuoustime model in Eq. (24) is discretized to discrete-time model via sampling frequency 10000 Hz. For computer simulation purpose, the initial states are set as: Table 3 Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . The error in terms of impulse response by FLAC-EKF with respect to Model NT is less than 1.8%. To sum up, the approach by FLAC-EKF can precisely estimate the system parameters, to some extent, even under contamination of process disturbance and measurement noise. 
Experimental Results and Analysis
The purpose of this study is to establish the Rotor/AMB dynamics model by FLAC-EKF. The system input is the control commands at AMBs while the system output is the rotor displacement. The gap between the rotor and AMB along X-axis/Y-axis can be obtained by the embedded Eddy-Current gap sensors. The schematic diagram of experimental setup is shown in Fig. 10 . The control currents at AMBs are provided by the control box. The rotor position deviation is measured as the rotor is fully levitated and rotating in angular speed 1000 RPM (CASE 1) and 5000 RPM (CASE 2) respectively.
Fig. 10 Schematic Diagram of Experimental Setup
The flow chart of system identification by experimental approach is shown in Fig. 11 . The recorded data of coil current applied at AMB and rotor displacements are utilized to build up and verify the system model by FLAC-EKF for its validity with respect to the actual Rotor/AMB plant. The eigenvalues of openloop Rotor/AMB dynamic model by FLAC-EKF under CASE 1 and CASE 2 are shown in Fig. 12 . It can be observed that the Rotor/AMB dynamic model is inherently unstable. Furthermore, it is obvious that the eigenvalues on right-half-plane gradually move away from the imaginary axis as the rotor speed is increased. This deteriorated instability tendency agrees with the Gyroscopic effect. By applying the commercial software MATLAB to acquire the mean value and mean square error of the rotor displacements at first, the statistics of the measurement noise can be constructed. Fig. 15 . After intensive simulations and experiments undertaken beforehand, it can be observed that, in fact, the function and capability of the embedded controller by producer is pretty close to a PD controller. Nevertheless, any other control strategy, rather than PD controller, can be synthesized on the base of FLAC-EKF model and then applied to the actual plant (i.e., Rotor/AMB dynamics) to verify its validity and efficacy of FLAC-EKF identification approach. The closed-loop system response of the rotor under operation mode (CASE 1 and CASE 2) is recorded and shown in Fig. 16 . By using the same controller (i.e., PD action), the time response of the actual plant is much similar to that of the FLAC-EKF model, either at low speed (CASE 1) or high speed (CASE 2). 
Conclusion
The Rotor/AMB (Active Magnetic Bearing) dynamics is an electromagnetic-mechanical system in which a few unknown and non-linear characteristics is embedded. Particularly, for the Rotor/AMB dynamics in the TMP (Turbomolecular Pump) system, a great number of uncertainties are excited due to high rotation speed, vacuum degree, hysteresis of magnetic field and etc. A high-fidelity model of Rotor/AMB dynamics is certainly necessary and beneficial to synthesize a superior or highorder controller. Therefore, a FLAC-EKF (Fuzzy Logic Adaptive Control-Extended Kalman Filter) approach is proposed for Rotor/AMB system identification in this paper. The error in terms of impulse response by the identified model by FLAC-EKF with respect to the model derived by Newton's 2 nd Law is below 1.8%. Furthermore, two cases: higher speed and lower speed for the angular rate of rotor are studied in this paper to examine the robustness of the performance of the FLAC-EKF model. By intensive simulations and realistic experiments, FLAC-EKF is verified to exhibit its fast convergence rate of estimation error and satisfactory accuracy of the system parameter identification.
